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passed the rigorous scrutiny of the
formal budget process. Meanwhile,
in the wake of the financial crisis,
severe capital constraints are making
it impossible to pay for all these
buffers. The funding for placehold-
ers is questioned, even as the de-
mand for expanded service grows
more insistent. The IT department
bears the brunt of the blame and
pressure, but the actual problem
goes deeper: The entire company is
at a strategic impasse.

Underlying this impasse is an
outmoded way of managing re-
quests for information technology
development and support. Corpo-
rate IT investments — which added
up to more than US$1.3 trillion
worldwide in 2009, according to
Gartner Inc. — are allocated in
most companies through a frag-
mented process. In many compa-
nies, requests are submitted on a
project-by-project basis, each with

its own business case. Most funding
grants are based on historical spend-
ing patterns and financial projec-
tions, not on the strategic needs
of either the full company or the
individual businesses. Local teams
tend to execute their IT projects
in isolation from one another. The
results are often suboptimal, and the
costs are far greater (per dollar of
revenue) than they would be if there
were an ethic of sharing IT projects
among as many products and ser-
vices as possible.

Worse still, as each project
encumbers the underlying enter-
prise architecture with new require-
ments, it becomes inflexible and lay-
ered with unnecessary complexity.
Some business units refuse to retire
older systems, even when they have
been replaced by newer ones else-
where in the company. As a result,
the fixed costs of IT operations rise;
when old systems aren’t retired,
every dollar of new IT support rais-
es ongoing base costs by 10 to 15
percent. Ultimately, local leaders
lose confidence in IT altogether.
They come to see it as a pure cost
center: a necessary evil for keeping
the business engine running.

The alternative is to build a
company-wide rationale for infor-
mation technology, bringing the
internal supply (IT function) and
demand (business unit) sides to-
gether to focus investment on the
few distinctive capabilities that set
the company apart. Most top execu-
tives understand this reality. They
recognize the strategic value of
visionary IT leadership, especially in
helping their companies understand
which strategies are most viable.
Some companies have been able
to achieve that kind of IT leader-
ship. But many do not know, in
practice, how to get there from
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Srini Raghavan

ere is a situation that is all
too familiar at corpora-
tions around the world.

The third quarter has just begun.
The chief information officer and
other senior information technology
leaders are enmeshed in a flurry of
activity, writing up their proposed
capital investment budgets for the
coming year. Knowing that unfore-
seen demands are inevitable, they
introduce placeholders into the
budget: unspecified project lines to
be filled in later.

Fast-forward to the end of the
following year. Sure enough, unex-
pected problems and needs have
arisen. Those placeholders have be-
come hidden buffers that IT execu-
tives dip into to fund cost overruns,
project scope creep, and a variety of
pet projects that would not have
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where they are today.
If you are a CEO or executive

leader seeking better strategic value
from IT, or a CIO or IT leader
determined to provide it, then you
(and your IT department) can
achieve this goal. But you will need
a capabilities-driven IT strategy: a
road map to strategic relevance.
Over the past five years, a number
of companies have put these road
maps in place, and achieved a new
kind of IT and operational leader-
ship. If you want to join them,
your journey will have four stages.
In each one, you answer a funda-
mental question about the role of
IT in your business. First, what are
your company’s distinctive capabili-
ties — those that support your
strategic priorities — and how can
they be improved with information
technology? Second, how should
you prioritize your IT projects

accordingly? Third, what sequence
of investment and activity will allow
you to reach the goals you’ve set,
and close the gaps you need to
close? And fourth, what kinds of
cultural and governance support
do you need to put this IT strategy
into practice?

An explicit road-mapping exer-
cise can play a vital role in recasting
your IT function. In this respect, it
is very different from a conventional
“big bang” technology plan, such as
an enterprise resource planning
(ERP) renewal effort. The road map

forces you to put aside any current
efforts to define IT projects or assess
solutions packages, and to base your
judgment instead on the way your
company creates value, on the
investment needed for your differ-
entiating capabilities, and on the
contribution that IT must make.

1. What Capabilities Matter?
In this foundational first stage of
your journey, the leaders of your
enterprise IT function come togeth-
er with the business leaders of your
corporation to reach a mutual un-
derstanding of business priorities.
This starts with the articulation of
your overall strategy: the ways that
your company generates value for its
customers now, and how it expects
to do so in the future. As Paul Lein-
wand and Cesare Mainardi point
out in The Essential Advantage: How
to Win with a Capabilities-Driven

Strategy (Harvard Business Press,
2010), a strategy like this can suc-
ceed only if it is supported by a
system of well-developed, applicable
capabilities that reinforce one
another. (See “The Right to Win,”
by Cesare Mainardi with Art Klein-
er, s+b, Winter 2010.)

Corporate capabilities and
information technology are inter-
twined in every company, but the
relationship between them is often
misunderstood. A capability is the
ability to reliably and consistently
deliver a specified outcome relevant

to your business. This capability is
ensured through a combination of
processes, tools, knowledge, skills,
and organization that are all focused
on meeting the desired result.

Companies have hundreds of
capabilities — all companies must,
for example, maintain competent
facilities management and legal
staffs to remain in operation. But
the capabilities that matter most are
those that are distinctive. They are
refined and proficient to the point
that they differentiate your com-
pany; they give you the ability to
approach the market in ways that
few others can emulate. This re-
quires so much investment and
attention that even the largest, most
powerful corporations can afford to
keep up only three to six world-class
capabilities. In the most successful
companies, these capabilities are
applied to all products and services
in a coherent fashion. Fulfilling
them becomes the top priority for
all the major functions, especially
those related to talent (such as
human resources and learning and
development) and processes (such
as operations and IT). Although
strong IT support is required for
every corporate activity, the most
important focus for IT investment
and design should be the three to six
capabilities that matter most.

One well-known example of
the difference that distinctive IT-
related capabilities can make is
provided by Amazon, the world’s
foremost online retailer. Amazon’s
strategy has drawn heavily on IT
and the involvement of highly
skilled IT strategists. Its capabilities
include very sophisticated interface
design and customer relationship
management, broadly integrated
analytics, and the rapid deployment
of new technologies such as cloud

Unlike a “big bang” technology
plan, such as an ERP renewal, the
road map is based on the way your
company creates value.
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computing and printing on demand.
To be sure, as an Internet-based

company, Amazon might seem
atypical, but the same level of
technological integration is a hall-
mark of leading companies in every
industry. For example, consumer
products companies increasingly
distinguish themselves through IT-
enabled customer relationships or
value chain management. Engineer-
ing-oriented companies carve out
their identity through their unique
approach to innovation, which also
needs in-depth IT support. And dis-
tinctive IT-enabled capabilities are
beginning to play a similar role in
the downstream oil and gas industry
(that is, everything involved in tak-
ing raw fuel to market, including
refining, processing, distribution,
and retail).

Margins are razor-thin (usually
pennies per gallon) in downstream
oil and gas operations, which typi-
cally require coordination among a
variety of businesses and franchises.
Inaccurate or delayed information

on fuel inventories and supply posi-
tions can destroy that margin very
quickly. This can happen, for in-
stance, when oil and gas companies
contract to supply fuel at competi-
tive prices, and then discover that
their own supplies can’t cover those
commitments; they must then go to
third parties to buy the product at
higher spot prices.

The most capable downstream
companies have managed this by
building distinctive capabilities in
value-chain integration. They use
their own proprietary information
technology to create an informa-
tion-rich trading and supply system
that links all the critical points in an
oil distribution network. Wholesale
prices flow from the market to the
trading and pricing desks; crude oil
supply, logistics, and cost data are
used to adjust the production sched-
ules in refineries and the inventory
levels in terminals and storage facili-
ties; and decision makers at every
point have a clearer understanding
of the customer demand, product
movement, and available margins
throughout the system. Operations
complexities, rather than being
treated as a series of impediments to
overcome, are regarded as an ongo-
ing strength. The company can rou-
tinely offer more competitive prices
and make more ambitious supply
commitments without having to go
into crisis mode to deliver them.

In this stage, drawing on the
overall corporate strategy, you spell
out those three to six distinctive
capabilities that your strategy de-
pends on, the ways in which infor-
mation technology supports them,
and the ways in which they could be
better supported by IT. The senior
executives responsible for overall
strategy and the IT leaders can
accomplish this only if they work

together. The CIO plays a role that
may seem unusual in some compa-
nies: He or she doesn’t just recom-
mend and build the best IT pack-
ages, but also counsels the strategic
team by informing and challenging
its choices. By asking for a more
explicit view of these key strategic
levers and offering his or her own
assessment of what it will take to
develop them, the CIO brings a
crucial element to the decision —
the understanding of how technol-
ogy can help create and capture
advantage.

2. How Do You Prioritize?
In this second stage, conducted
largely by the CIO and the rest of
the IT team, you create a functional
strategy. You look freshly at your
priorities, assess the gaps between
your current services and your goals,
and estimate the benefits and costs
for closing each of these gaps.

Start with an assessment of
your IT portfolio, including every
project for which you’ve planned
investment in the current and next
fiscal year. Rank them high or low
on two criteria. The first criterion,
based on stage one, is strategic
importance: the extent to which
these investments will be needed for
your company’s distinctive capabili-
ties. Remember to focus on their
relevance to the entire company, not
to individual business units, prod-
ucts, or services.

The second criterion is value
potential. Assess each project’s antic-
ipated return on your investment,
either through improved perfor-
mance and reduced cost or through
the value gained in fulfilling a strate-
gic purpose. Given the pressure on
capital, you will need to consider
whether these investments are “self-
funding”; in other words, whether
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they lead to near-term cash savings,
to growth that covers the costs of
the information technology invest-
ment, or to both. You need not
make an exhaustive inventory of all
projects, but you do need enough
detail to make cogent decisions
about every major investment.

As you rank each of the proj-
ects, you will find they naturally fall
into one of four categories. (See
Exhibit 1.)

• Invest to grow. The most
important IT projects are those with
high strategic importance and high
value potential. They are best posi-
tioned to help grow the top line, fill-
ing in the gaps in the capabilities
you need most. For example, in the
United States, some healthcare in-
dustry leaders, such as Aetna Inc.,
are investing heavily in customer
relationship management, customer
call centers, and claims automation.
This ongoing focus on capabilities,
driven by the CEO and the execu-
tive team as well as by the IT func-
tion, enables these companies to
serve an expanding base of cus-
tomers — a critically distinctive
position in the wake of the 2010
Patient Protection and Affordable

Care Act. In your company, these
investments should be amortized
across most or all products and ser-
vices, and thus be large enough to
fulfill your expectations for them.
For maximum effectiveness, imple-
ment these projects with full coordi-
nation among IT, operations, and
learning and development.

• Invest to sustain. Some
strategically important capabilities
may already be relatively well devel-
oped in your company, in which
case further investment has low
value potential. For example, some
companies rely on ERP to outmatch
competitors in logistics, but they
have not made full use of all the data
that the system produces. It may
require only marginal improvement
to realize the full potential of these
projects. Plan your investments
accordingly, aware that you may
need to increase funding if competi-
tors catch up.

• Invest to refine. Most CIOs
have become adept at fine-tuning
projects, gaining efficiencies, im-
proving operations, and cutting
head count. The projects in this cat-
egory often benefit from that type of
attention. They are economically

viable, but not tied to the strategic
priorities of the firm. Many of them
amount to “table stakes,” the capa-
bilities that every company needs
just to stay in business. For example,
companies can’t operate without e-
mail and a firewall. But these capa-
bilities may not need to be world-
class. How can you outsource them
or provide them at a lower cost, or
else make them more effective?

• Invest to keep the lights on.

Take a hard look at projects with lit-
tle discernible strategic importance
and low intrinsic value potential.
These may be legacy projects or
projects supported by only a small
part of the organization. Should
they remain part of your portfolio?
If they are needed to “keep the lights
on” for some part of your business,
can you scale them back?

Your categorization will proba-
bly reflect the needs of your particu-
lar industry. For example, in an
expanding consumer products com-
pany with multiple new offerings
and markets, you can expect a large
number of projects to fall into the
“invest to grow” category. But in
a commodity-oriented chemicals
company, the total investment will
be smaller and the proportion of
“invest to refine” and “invest to
keep the lights on” projects should
be higher.

Finally, having sorted the proj-
ects into these categories, evaluate
the levels of investment they will
need. This process is akin to the
“solution blueprinting” processes
that many IT departments conduct.
Which gaps need to be filled? How
large an investment will be needed
to bring each project to fruition,
and what will be the benefits? The
lion’s share of investment will prob-
ably flow to the “invest to grow” cat-
egory, but you may also need to

Invest to Grow 
EXAMPLE: Customer relationship 
management (CRM) in a consumer
products company where customer
relationships are part of a distinctive
capability

Invest to Refine 
EXAMPLE: Back -office processes
in an investment bank

Invest to Sustain 
EXAMPLE: Enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) in a company where
this is a critical capabilit but needs
only minimal investment

Invest to Keep the Lights On 
EXAMPLE: Some types of 
data-processing services
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Exhibit 1: Portfolio of IT Investments

Source: Booz & Company

All information technology investments fit into one of these four categories, each
requiring different forms of support and attention. 
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reserve some extra support else-
where — for example, in some
“invest to refine” projects.

3. What’s the Right Sequence?
The third stage involves developing
a more detailed road map for using
IT to deliver these capabilities.
What is the right sequence of invest-
ments? What technical constraints
and interdependencies among proj-
ects should be taken into account?
How will your new investments
alter the underlying information

architecture that you have devel-
oped? What assets can be retired,
and how soon? How many of the
one-off requests that have filled up
your investment portfolio in the
past can be eliminated? This is also
the stage during which you set
design and technical specifications
and select particular enterprise solu-
tion packages.

This stage does not require
a multiyear planning outlook. In-
stead, after an initial launch session
your IT road map should become a
living document, jointly maintained
with the business organizations and
continually updated as the com-
pany’s strategic priorities change.
Make regular course corrections
based on rigorous value, risk, and
market assessments; refresh the road
map as new opportunities arise to
generate value. At the same time,
keep your decisions tightly linked to
the portfolio decisions you made in
stage two.

A good example of the road
map process took place in 2009 at
an electric utility company in the
United States. Before building its
road map, the IT department re-
ceived funding requests based on
historic allocations for dozens of dif-
ferent projects, including six related
to its supply chain. Most of the
business cases were not well sub-
stantiated. Then the IT leaders re-
viewed the company’s overall strat-
egy. They saw that it incorporated a
sophisticated supply chain capabil-
ity encompassing efficient procure-
to-pay processes, better manage-
ment of working capital, and the
minimization of commodity risk
exposure. They realized that their
function could contribute several
components: analytics on spending,
“demand planning” (using statistical
methods to more accurately forecast

customer needs), end-to-end online
management of contract workflow,
market intelligence, and improved
category management.

But to provide all this, they
would have to fill a series of critical
gaps within the function. These
included strengthening the skills of
the category manager, collecting
better information about demand,
tracking vendor performance for
services, setting up software connec-
tions between packages (such as
Power Advocate and Oracle), build-
ing an automated contract manage-
ment workflow, developing a more
consistent product hierarchy (to
solve an ongoing problem with mis-
coding), and storing profile and per-
formance information as part of the
vendor master records. These priori-
ties did not match the wish lists of
the company’s business leaders,
whose individual demands focused
on far less strategic measures: the
procurement of services, contract
management systems, and a new
electronic sourcing initiative. In the
end, by having a capability-centric
road map in place, the IT depart-
ment could delay or defer less-
relevant requests.

4. What Support Do You Need?
If asked whether they have a tech-
nology road map for the whole
company — a developmental path
for making IT more strategic —
many CIOs would say they do. But
in practice, most of those blueprints
are developed with very little input
from other business leaders. An-
swering a few diagnostic questions
can help CIOs better demonstrate
their ability to create value. (See
Exhibit 2.)

One key success factor is full
support from the CEO, and from
other primary leaders throughout

Exhibit 2: Diagnostic Questions
for Chief Information Officers

1. Do we understand how the
business creates value in the
marketplace?

2. Do we know what the business
needs from IT to accomplish
this?

3. Can we show how every dollar we
spend in IT creates value for the
business?

4. Are we contributing to the capa-
bilities that really matter for our
company’s strategy?

5. Have we identified the biggest
gaps between the current state of
our IT and the value creation
system that we’re building?

6. Are we developing our invest-
ment road map jointly between
business leaders and IT?

7. Do we use this road map to
determine capital and resource
allocations?

8. Do we have the governance mech-
anisms in place that we need to
follow our road map?

9. Do we understand how the evolu-
tion of technology may enable
improvements in our distinctive
capabilities?

10.Do we consistently refresh the
road map, update our IT arch-
itecture, and retire outdated
systems as needed?

Source: Booz & Company



the organization.This road map will
determine which IT investment
decisions are approved and how rap-
idly they are implemented. Business
leaders must take the road map into
account when considering new

technology requests and investment
opportunities. Prioritizing invest-
ments must be a joint business and
IT effort; if IT is left alone to decide
on priorities, the road map will not
achieve the buy-in required to suc-
cessfully deliver results. IT leaders,
for their part, will need to maintain
a high level of judgment: revising
the road map when appropriate,
distinguishing full-enterprise from
business unit priorities, measuring
output as well as compliance, hold-
ing to the priorities that are set (rec-
ognizing that even the largest com-
panies can’t do everything at once),
and keeping the core function thin,
flexible, and pragmatically close to
the work.

The Leader’s Advantage
If you are a CEO, a CFO, or a busi-
ness leader, you should insist that
the IT function develop a comple-
mentary road map for its invest-
ments. Your business and IT leaders
should develop this road map col-
laboratively. Conversely, if you are a
chief information officer seeking to
adopt this sort of road map, you
may find yourself alone at first. You
will need to influence the culture
and governance systems of the larger

company. You might, for example,
seek to include the IT road map
process in annual strategic planning
exercises, set up joint business–IT
governance councils, or establish
new metrics for the performance

and relevance of IT projects. You
will need to insist on broad business
participation in high-level IT deci-
sions. Finally, you might seek IT
oversight policies such as those
imposed at Royal Dutch Shell PLC,
where 80 percent of IT spending
was dedicated to the 200 most
strategically important applications.

Now is the time to raise the bar
on IT investment planning, to make
sure investment capital is used to
position the business for success. As
a CIO or IT leader, you must focus
on enabling the corporate strategy,
not fighting about technology stan-
dards or managing budgets. As a
CEO, a CFO, or a business leader,
you must seek to understand how
technology can enable your capabil-
ities, instead of simply trying to
reduce your unit service cost. The
integral role of IT gives you a
unique vantage point from which
to help the business identify the
right capabilities and bring them
together across the value chain.
With a well-designed road-mapping
process, you can give IT the role
that it deserves. +

Reprint No. 10404

At Royal Dutch Shell, 80 percent
of IT spending was dedicated to
the 200 most strategically
important applications.
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